
4 Reasons why you need a Reliable Tourist Agent for a Singapore City Tour 
 
Planning a tour on foot in Singapore is not just a walk in the park. Though the country is relatively smaller 

than other countries, you have to be aware that there are a lot of things to do and a lot of great places to 

visit in this small country. You can visit Singapore’s Universal Studios, the Marina Bay Sands, Singapore 

Zoo, and Singapore Flyer. All these places are really great part of Singapore walking tours, hence you need 

a reliable and trustworthy tourist agent.  

 

Choosing the right tour operator in a Singapore City tour is highly recommended, especially if you want 

to fully know the culture and the passion of the people and places in Singapore. And in choosing the right 

tourist agent, you need to look for the tourist operator’s expertise in order for you to get the best of your 

time and money.  

 

So here are the reasons why you need a reliable tourist agent in a Singapore City tour: 

 

1. Knowledge and experience 

 

You have to look for a Singaporean tour agent that has all the right amount of knowledge of the country, 

the people and the culture in order for you to have the right amount of insights while the tour is ongoing. 

Your tourist guide must have proper itineraries of the places that you are going to visit, or the restaurants 

you are going to dine in. Also, the tourist agent must know the best attractions of the country, cultural 

places and even hidden beauty spots.  

 

2. You will feel safe    

 

In a Singapore walking tour, you need to feel 100 percent safe all of the time, that’s why you need a 

trustworthy and reliable tourist guide that not only focused on giving you and insightful tour, but a safe 

one as well. Feeling safe and comfortable with the environment is one of the most important part of 

travelling.  

 

Choose a tourist operator in Singapore that will give you piece of mind, and put your safety first to ensure 

a happy city walking tour. 

 

3. Convenience  

 

A good travel agent will organize everything for your travel tour. It’s like putting your holiday planning in 

the hands of your trusted and reliable tourist agent. This means that you do not have to research 

everything for yourself, because your travel agent will do all the crucial planning for you. All you have to 

do is enjoy your travel. You will also feel unique because everything is already prepared just for you.  

 

 

 

https://bestsingaporetours.com/tour/singapore-city-tour/
https://bestsingaporetours.com/tour/?tour_types=58&page=0


4. Save money 

 

A good Singaporean travel agent will help you plan your travel or tour expenses, so you do need to cash 

out more. The tourist agent has a unique ability to negotiate on your behalf to dodge any unwanted 

expenses during your travel. Your local operator should negotiate for you, and they need to have proper 

contacts to save your from any expenses.  

 

Looking for a reliable travel agent in Singapore? We at Happy Tourist can help you plan a great and safe 

Singapore tour.  


